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FAQ0050 

Frequently Asked Questions 

How to load a function into SRAM? 

Questions:  

AT32F403, AT32F413, AT32F403A and AT32F407 have both ZW and NZW, where ZW execution is faster than 

NZW. If there are some functions that require faster speed given that the ZW Flash is used up, it is feasible to 

load the functions to SRAM on the premise that SRAM has enough available space. The question here is how 

to load the function into SRAM? 

 

Answer： 

This FAQ provides two methods for the user to load the function into SRAM, For example, AT32F403: 

 Solution 1: In KEIL, use __attribute__((section("RAMCODE"))) to declare that the function is placed in 

the RAMCODE section. Note that all other functions called in this function must also be included in the 

RAMCODE section. If several functions are to be loaded, __attribute__((section("RAMCODE"))) needs 

to be added in front of each function. Configured as follows: 

 

Meanwhile, you need to modify .sct file, and allocate RW_IRAM2 size (recommended at the end of 

SRAM) according to the function size to be loaded into SRAM, add *.o(RAMCODE), customize a section 

called RAMCODE. 

Configured as follows, RW_IRAM1 size is 196KB, and RW_IRAM2 size is RW_IRAM2, thus SRAM needs 

to be extended to 224KB. 
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  In Linker page, select the defined.sct file. Configured as follows: 

 

 Solution 2:  

In KEIL, place all functions to be loaded into SRAM between #pragma arm section code = 

“RAMCODE” and #pragma arm section, and put the declaration function in the RAMCODE section. 

Configured as follows:  

 

Meanwhile, you need to modify .sct file, and allocate RW_IRAM2 size (recommended at the end of  

SRAM) according to the function size to be loaded into SRAM, add *.o(RAMCODE), customize a section 

called RAMCODE. 

Configured as follows, RW_IRAM1 size is 196KB, and RW_IRAM2 size is RW_IRAM2, thus SRAM needs 

to be extended to 224KB. 
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In Linker page, select the defined.sct file. Configured as follows: 

 

Routine testing method are as follows:  

IAP_Guide program will guide the test program LED_Toggle_attribute to be loaded into NZW Flash,  

and program IAP_Guide to toggle LED4, and the LED_Toggle_attribute to toggle PD_13. 

   

  Operating method: 

 First program the IAP_Guide, then LED_Toggle_attribute (The function is running on NZW instead   

of being loaded into SRAM, which is done by shielding *.o(RAMCODE) in .sct file and the declaration). 

Use logic analyzer to test the toggle frequency of PD_13 at 448.43 KHz. 

 

 Program LED_Toggle_attribute (the function is loaded into SRAM), and use logic analyzer to test  

the toggle frequency of PD_13 at 564.97 KHz. 

 

From above test, it is concluded that the execution speed is faster when program is loaded into SRAM  

than it is running on NZW. However, such test result does not necessarily represent the actual value of  

user program, which is subject to the user’s actual test result.  

 

Type: MCU 

Applicable products: AT32F403, AT32F413, AT32F403A, AT32F407 

Main function: SRAM 

Minor function: Flash 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 

Purchasers understand and agree that purchasers are solely responsible for the selection and use of Artery’s products and services. 

Artery’s products and services are provided “AS IS” and Artery provides no warranties express, implied or statutory, including, without 

limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality, non-infringement, or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to 

the Artery’s products and services. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, purchasers acquires no right, title or interest in any Artery’s products and services or any intellectual 

property rights embodied therein. In no event shall Artery’s products and services provided be construed as (a) granting purchasers, expressly 

or by implication, estoppel or otherwise, a license to use third party’s products and services; or (b) licensing the third parties’ intellectual 

property rights; or (c) warranting the third party’s products and services and its intellectual property rights. 

Purchasers hereby agrees that Artery’s products are not authorized for use as, and purchasers shall not integrate, promote, sell or otherwise 

transfer any Artery’s product to any customer or end user for use as critical components in (a) any medical, life saving or life support device 

or system, or (b) any safety device or system in any automotive application and mechanism (including but not limited to automotive brake or 

airbag systems), or (c) any nuclear facilities, or (d) any air traffic control device, application or system, or (e) any weapons device, application 

or system, or (f) any other device, application or system where it is reasonably foreseeable that failure of the Artery’s products as used in 

such device, application or system would lead to death, bodily injury or catastrophic property damage. 
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